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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study is to determine the nature of the Air Force suspense
management policy gap, specifically how it affects the Air Force Research Laboratory,
Propulsion Directorate-West (AFRL/RZ-West) suspense control program. Then devise three
alternative solutions to this gap analyzing the strengths and weaknesses of each alternative. If a
policy plan is devised that only meets current needs and AFRL/RZ-West has to implement
another alternative in one to five years, the solution will not have been effective enough to justify
the cost of implementation.
In the current economic and political climate there have been considerable pressures
placed on the DOD to reduce spending and increase efficiencies. This is a major factor when
determining how to change AFRL/RZ-West’s suspense management system to enable
AFRL/RZ-West to be a more efficient and cost-saving organization. In this paper three
alternatives were explored and the author feels that alternative three, capitalizing on current
organizational knowledge to benefit AFRL/RZ-West, is the most viable taking into consideration
the available time, money, and resources. The alternatives to be explored include: 1) Maintain
the current policy environment; 2) Develop a Unique Suspense Management System for
AFRL/RZ-West; or 3) Capitalize on Current Organizational Knowledge to Benefit AFRL/RZWest. A program plan was devised to assist AFRL/RZ-West to implement, maintain and share
the benefits of filling this policy gap.
In order to implement alternative three effectively, the author suggests the following
recommendations:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Acknowledge the need for a suspense management system
Define AFRL/RZ-West’s requirements for a suspense management system
Choose a Suspense Management System
Take a Top-down Approach to the Implementation
Report the Results of the Program to HQ AFRL

Without a useful and meaningful suspense management system in place, many of the
issues surrounding and resulting from the lack of policy, specific to the suspense process, begin
to take their toll on the organization. Considering the largest issues of re-accomplishing work
and time loss on behalf of numerous employees, the author explored three alternatives for
solving this policy gap have been proposed and the strengths and weaknesses of each alternative
have been identified. Properly identifying these strengths and weaknesses will allow AFRL/RZWest to plan more strategically. If AFRL/RZ-West follows, the program plan supplied in this
paper and reports the findings up the Air Force chain of command the suspense management
process Air Force wide may become the focus for the next round of federal business process reengineering.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
Background of the Problem
As many in federal jobs do every day, AFRL/RZ-West staff is responsible for the
tracking of official packages and correspondence. The Air Force Research Laboratory,
Propulsion Directorate-West (AFRL/RZ-West) has had difficulty with package and
correspondence tracking management, or suspense control for over a decade. In the Air Force
(AF), a “suspense” is typically defined as any official document or task that has been assigned a
deadline for completion. There is an AF-wide policy gap directly responsible for the inability to
track a package’s location at any given moment, its review status, and approximate completion
date. Without a tracking system, suspense work has a high propensity of becoming lost. When a
suspense is lost, all work done on this suspense to date must be re-accomplished from scratch.
This AF-wide suspense control problem has two major contributing factors: 1) the lack of
consistent official guidance at all levels of the AF, including at AFRL/RZ-West, requiring and
detailing a structure for an official suspense control program, and 2) there is a local concern with
the creation and development of official guidance because of the fear of eventual compliance
inspections.
This current gap in policy occurs between Headquarters AF and all subordinate units.
Many of these subordinate units have attempted to fill the policy gap with local policies, but as
one would suspect these local policies are unique to each location and cannot usually be utilized
in other organizations. Additionally, there are also locations where no official policies have been
established or implemented to handle suspense control however there are more than likely
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unofficial processes that have been implemented to ensure that workloads are prioritized. This
type of unofficial process implementation includes AFRL/RZ-West.
The current suspense management policy gap at AFRL/RZ-West encompasses three
levels of organizational hierarchy; the command section, two divisions and eleven branches. The
RZS branch management shares the same lack of interest regarding the routing of suspenses as
their division management. RZO division and branches are hesitant to create new regulations
with regards to tracking and proper routing of suspenses, due to the increased scrutiny and the
possibility of inspections. This hesitation to officially clarify the process leads RZO and RZS
branch members seeking assistance with official suspenses to look for help from anyone
knowledgeable and most likely to get their suspense accomplished on time and most turn to the
Command Staff for assistance. With this increase in individuals that require assistance, the
Command Staff have become discouraged at their increased workload. This is the result when
division and branch staff simply refuse to follow traditional hierarchical chains of command
when the lack of a common process makes doing so impractical. As an attempt to solidify the
process, a new semi-automated suspense control process has been developed and unofficially
implemented to manage the tracking of all packages at AFRL/RZ-West but is currently utilized
only 60% of the time, and by only 50% of the administrative staff. By not utilizing this tool to
its full capacity, AFRL/RZ-West is burdened with an increased workload for the front office
staff, overall organizational disorganization, loss of official files and the inability to answer the
question of whether AFRL/RZ-West is accomplishing its mission in an effective and timely
manner.
The first major issue is the lack of specific official guidance requiring a suspense
management program from Headquarters AF (HQ AF) has forced the entire AF organization to
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adapt suspense management systems at a local level. Setting adequate suspense dates helps all
organizations easily identify priorities and focus on the work must be completed within the
prescribed timeline. In 2004, the AF Material Command (AFMC) published AF Manual
(AFMAN) 33-326 Supplement 1, Preparing of Official Communications. This manual states
“1.4.3. Command sections may use AFMC Form 42, Command Section Action Assignment, or
an automated system or form to suspense subordinate staff offices. Subordinate staff offices may
use AFMC Form 42; AF Form 388, Communications Control Record; or an automated system
or form” (Secretary of the Air Force, 2007). This means that the AF organization deemed the
responsibility of suspense management needed to be addressed by management within local AF
organizations. Additionally, this regulation allowed local organizations at all levels of the AF
hierarchy to determine how to manage their own suspense management issues. Since this
regulation was directed by Department of the Air Force, it does not give a good general
description of how a suspense management program should look or provide direction as to the
process of completing a suspense in a timely fashion which mean that all of the AF’s direct
reporting offices have different approaches to suspense management.
AFMC, one of ten major commands (MAJCOMs) that report directly to the HQ AF,
developed a supplement to AFMAN 36-326, stating “1.4.3.1. (Added) Senior Officer
Communication and Coordination Electronic Resource (SOCCER). At HQ AFMC, SOCCER
(https://www.soccer.wpafb.af.mil) is used to track suspenses within the HQ AFMC Command
Section. SOCCER may also be used to track documents within a directorate or staff office” (Air
Force Materiel Command, 2004). This regulation demonstrates that AFMC, a second level of
subordination within the Air Force organization, has recognized suspense management is
essential to the work that the AF does and in order for them to accomplish their mission
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effectively, AFMC is attempting to fill the policy gap. However and maybe intentionally, the
wording of this official guidance does not give further subordinate organizations or offices of
AFMC the expresses opportunity to utilize the SOCCER system for local suspense management.
This not only leaves further subordinates organizations and offices without a solution but
inevitably leads to the creation of numerous and disparate solutions at all levels of the command
in attempt to fill the policy gap. AFRL/RZ-West has not taken an active role in creating a local
suspense management solution.
Second, AFRL/RZ-West has site-wide tradition of avoiding the creation and development
of additional guidance in general and this has affected the suspense management process on site.
AFRL/RZ-West management has been historically hesitant to create new types of regulations or
guidelines to avoid added scrutiny and the increased possibility of inspections by HQ AFRL,
AFMC, or HQ AF. According to management staff, the term guidance is equivalent to the term
inspection. AFRL/RZ-West has promoted the perspective that the increase in the number of
potential inspections will inevitably lead to possible failure. A failure of an inspection set a new
process into motion to fix the discrepancy and then further reporting is required, increasing the
workload of all the staff involved. This makes AFRL/RZ-West management hesitant to create
another instance where the organization may fail an inspection and then have those results
reported to the AFRL Commanding Officer, HQ AFMC, or HQ AF.
Statement of the Problem
Currently, AFRL/RZ-West is not capable of properly handling local suspense
management and utilizing it to promote the AFRL mission of “Leading the discovery,
development, and integration of affordable war fighting technologies for our air and space
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forces,” in a timely and cost-effective manner (Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, n.d.).
Consequently, all of the lost work accomplished on a suspense must be re-accomplished from
scratch, resulting in lost time and effort on all levels of the structural hierarchy. Official
guidance needs to be created, implemented, and enforced so a new suspense management system
capable of meeting the AFRL/RZ-West’s current mission can help further the AFRL mission.
Any new guidance and subsequent enforcement must be able adapt with evolving technology
and changing requirements. In order to determine the needs that must be addressed by these new
regulations, AFRL/RZ-West must examine their current situation very closely. This includes
reviewing current regulations, studying similar situations within the organization and then
implementing a new system and policy in conjunction to help AFRL/RZ-West meet its mission
requirements, “by making detailed organizational and operating-model choices, including
clarifying roles, refining key processes, and developing appropriate skills and capabilities among
the employees and managers beset by complexity” (Heywood, Spungin, & Turnbull, 2007).
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study is to determine the nature of the AF suspense management
policy gap, specifically how it affects the lack of a local AFRL RZ-West suspense management
program and then explore three alternative solutions to this gap discussing the strengths and
weaknesses of each alternative. The alternatives examined include: 1) Maintain the current
policy environment; 2) Develop a Unique Suspense Management System for AFRL/RZ-West; or
3) Capitalize on Current Organizational Knowledge to Benefit AFRL/RZ-West
This study will identify the most viable alternative, and then devise a program plan that
will continue to meet the needs of AFRL/RZ-West now and adjust for changing needs in the
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future. The purpose of this study is the benefit AFRL/RZ-West for several years and if a policy
plan is developed that only meets the organization’s current needs and AFRL/RZ-West has to
implement another alternative in one to five years, the solution will not have been effective
enough to justify the cost of implementation.
Importance of the Study
The importance of this study is to demonstrate that this gap in AF policy regarding
suspense management is rectifiable and that until an AF-wide solution is developed, a locally
driven solution needs be adopted to meet the needs of AFRL/RZ-West organization both
vertically and horizontally. Even though this topic may seem unique to the Air Force and the
federal government, the repercussions of this policy gap affect every taxpayer in the United
States. Improper suspense management is responsible for thousands of increased man-hours, and
increased workloads at AFRL/RZ-West alone, due to the need to recreate lost work essential to
meet mission requirements. The increased workloads and man-hours calculate directly into
millions of additional tax dollars that have to be spent annually to re-accomplish this vital work.
The cost associated with this increase in re-accomplished work demonstrates that the federal
government is currently not working effectively focusing on fiscal responsibility.
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CHAPTER 2
Literature Review
Embracing Technology
As the U.S. federal government progresses into the future of electronic records
management, AFRL/RZ-West has been looking into and attempting to implement a new process
for handling official suspenses. Discovering the issues inherent to the implementation will help
make the progression occur more smoothly. In a longitudinal case study accomplished by
Dorothy E. Jones (1999), within the construct of library support staff, Jones discovered between
1988 and 1998 that library support staff’s attitudes toward the use and usefulness of library
technologies had changed considerably. Several of the changed viewpoints include increased
workload, poor decision-making on behalf of management when thinking of growth and
adaptation of new technologies, and the amount of staff involvement in the decision making
process. Jones found that decreasing staff involvement in the decision-making process causes a
decrease in staff satisfaction. This finding would suggest that with more staff involvement in
regards to the AFRL/RZ-West technology implementation, site staff may feel more likely to
participate in using the technology if they are asked to voice concerns and ideas for
improvement. Participation in the office social structure encourages employees to have a stake
in the outcome of their work (Shafritz, Russell, & Borick, 2009).
According to the literature review accomplished by Korunka and Vitouch (1999),
employees have a more positive attitude toward their work and job environment when new
technologies are locally controlled. Additionally, employee participation that occurs both
actively, by sharing ideas, and passively, by attending training sessions designed to deliver a full
scope of quality information about the new technology, positively impacts employee satisfaction
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(Korunka, 1999). Other scholars have taken an interest in the effect of staff involvement on the
quality of the solution. Dale Goodhue and Ronald Thomson found that by involving the user in
the system design and implementation the solution created will fit the work more seamlessly than
if the user is forced to adapt to a system that does not completely meet the needs of the task
performed (Goodhue, 1995). This indication correlates with Jones’s (1999) and Korunka’s
(1999) findings in regards to employee satisfaction when asked to participate in the decisionmaking process when finding or developing needs for new technologies.

Managing the Stress of Adapting to Technology
Another very important factor influencing the implementation of new technology at
AFRL/RZ-West is to acknowledge the level of stress associated with learning new technologies
and addressing this reaction immediately. The term coined to describe stress related to the
inability to cope with new technologies is “Technostress” (Ennis, 2005). Arnetz and Wiholm
(1997) have identified that this type of stress has physical manifestations and is more about the
perception of a person’s environment. Arnetz’s case study (1997) of advanced
telecommunication employees found a link between a person’s social work environment and
their perceived workload. For instance, an individual with a high stress deadline driven work
environment may show physical symptoms to the stress, including increased skin sensitivity.
The Arnetz-Wiholm (1997) case study serves to illustrate an actual bodily change to the stress
encountered during working hours in relation to new technologies. Ennis (2005) goes on to
identify six primary causes of Technostress, which include: 1) pace of change, 2) lack of
training, 3) increased workload, 4) lack of standardization, 5) reliability of technology, and 6) the
changing job role. These identified factors must be discussed and resolved with the AFRL/RZ-
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West administrative support staff in the early stages of implementation of a new system to track
official communications between multiple offices and levels of governmental hierarchy. By
addressing these issues head on, much of the growing pains associated with new technology
implementation, such as change resistance, can be dramatically lessened. According to Craig
Brod (1982), a psychotherapist and consultant for implementing new technology (Ennis, 2005),
change resistance is costly and can limit innovation in regards to new uses for current
technology. Brod (1982) identifies that resistance starts out as reduced performance but can
grow in to something more sinister to the company’s technological future, the inability of refusal
of employees to adapt.
One of the instigators of poor implementation of new technologies that seems to plague
AFRL as well as the Air Force as a whole is the “Tyranny of Error” (Brod, 1982). The tyranny
of error occurs when incorrect information has been put into the computer that influences many
employees (Brod, 1982). For example AFRL/RZ-West is a tenant organization at Edwards Air
Force Base. This means that AFRL/RZ-West is reliant on Edwards Main Base for most of their
needs such as the fulfillment of facilities management, and providing services for our military,
civilian and contractor personnel. Since AFRL and Main base must exist in the same work
environment, the trouble of proper communication formats occur. Letter templates created by
Main Base or untrained AFRL employees cause a strain on the workload for administrative
support staff. The Air Force paradigm states that template letters must be correct, and that any
change to the existing template other than the necessary identifying information violates the
sanctity of the template. In actuality, employees without the proper training or understanding of
letter formatting have created most templates, and the task of revising and restructuring template
letters falls to the administrative support staff. If this was the only issue AFRL administrative
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support staff would be delighted, however there is always the argument between nonadministrative support staff and the support staff member who revised the letter to follow AFRL
specific standards. Additionally the Air Force (AF) itself is in contradiction about how official
communications should be drafted. The AF issues a handbook called the Tongue and Quill,
derived from AF Manual 33-326, meant to help authors of official communications format and
handle all communication according to regulation. AFRL Headquarters issues its own scaled
down and altered version of this manual. The AFRL alterations to the AF Manual effectively
cause AFRL communications to be in direct conflict with AF regulations. This is one of the
major issues every administrative support staff member encounters during their careers. It is the
cause for much of the technostress and is responsible for the negative feelings towards preparing
official letters and staff packages.

Complexity vs. the Mission
One of the many reasons that entrenched and complex issues are sidelined when it come
to creating an new process to alleviate some of the complexities is that the management staff
either refuses to see that there is a problem, or that the management staff is afraid of what
focusing on the problem might entail. For instance with AFRL/RZ-West’s suspense
management system there are many levels of complexity and the process for completing a
suspense runs both up the chain of command for approval and then back down the chain to gain
revisions or when complete for filing the official record. At any stage of the process, an official
suspense could be returned to the originating office for revision or additional requirements. In
order to create order out of chaos the new process must focus on the route of the suspense may
take from origination to completion. Currently this route is not tracked, suspenses are not
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assigned formally, responsibility for a suspense timeline is not met, and accountability for the
loss of a suspense is not seen as a major offense to the organization even though a suspense
package can be a culmination of hundreds of man-hours of work. The loss of any suspense is
extremely costly to the US Air Force and to the organization responsible for the final product.
AFRL/RZ West must realize that a working suspense management system is necessary to
streamline our business processes. The United States Air Force is one of four military
departments that report to the United States Secretary of Defense. Even though each of these
departments is unique in its mission, many similarities can be drawn between these
organizations. The most important similarity in relation to the purpose of this paper is how
official communications are tracked and routed. Charles Joesten (2008), then consultant with
ICOR Partners LLC, examined the Department of Defense (DOD) tracking system through the
off of the Commander in Chief of the U.S. Pacific Fleet (CPF) and published his findings in
2008. Joesten (2008) was capable of describing the review/routing/response methods within the
Navy’s system that parallel directly with the Air Force system. Joesten (2008) identifies these
methods as the serial review, the parallel review, and the chop chain review.
Since AFRL/RZ-West would be considered a lower-level office in Joesten’s (2008)
approach most of our local official suspenses fall in to the “chop chain” method, and only a few
specific types of suspenses fall into the “parallel review” method. The chop chain method is
described as, “the chop chain route primarily used a folder with the original tasker, response
products, and related documents inside. A routing slip listed the names of the approvers in the
chop chain and each signed and crossed off their names if they approved the response package
before manually forwarding it to the next inbox. If the response package met the expectations of
each approver, it routed through the chop chain and ultimately back to the Action Officer.
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Approvers sometimes added comments to the response, which the Action Officer incorporated
before submitting the finalized package to the front office. Upon approval, the response package
worked its way through the chop chain in a serial route, each additional approver likely more
senior in the command structure (Joesten, 2008, p. 8).”
Since this process can comprise approximately 75-80% of Air Force front office
workloads, most Air Force front office staff and managers have attempted to implement different
processes to track and route suspenses in a timely fashion and combat the inevitable pitfalls that
arise from this type of work. These pitfalls include “disruptions” in the workflow meaning that
other work is dropped or re-prioritized due to an urgent suspense. Another pitfall Joesten
discusses is the “bottleneck” which is a situation where work suffers a slow down due to the
previously existing workload of the participants required to process the suspense. “Disruptions
and bottlenecks arose when staff overwhelmed by their own duties or out of the office altogether
brought the inbox handoffs to a grinding halt. Often work products made it to a contributor or
two and would then find an electronic or physical inbox recipient out of the office” (Joesten,
2008, p. 6). This is demonstrated in several documents relating to Air Force suspenses.
In 2007, the 58th Special Operation Wing (SOW) at Kirtland AFB in New Mexico
submitted a pre-solicitation bid to the Federal Business Opportunities website requesting a
Suspense tracking software solution for all of their subordinate groups and squadrons. The
business justification for this pre-solicitation bid stated “Currently all groups and squadrons in
the 58th SOW use a mix of applications to track suspenses and routing. Some organizations
have implemented elaborate Access databases while others use simple spreadsheets. There is
little to no collaboration of data up the hierarchy of the organizational structure within the wing
and often suspenses are not met and documents get lost or forgotten on someone’s desk” (Air
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Force Nuclear Weapons Center, Contracting Office, 2007). The pre-solicitation goes on to
request tracking of suspenses both upward and downward throughout the organization as well as
requiring the software application to be capable of parallel notifications (Air Force Nuclear
Weapons Center, Contracting Office, 2007).
Even more recently the Department of the Air Force responded to this grassroots attempt
to develop a tracking system at the local levels to manage specific suspenses like Enlisted
Performance Reports and Officer Performance Reports. The Headquarters of the United States
Air Force (HQ AF) issued an interim workflow standard, requiring the EPRs/OPRs to be
managed in an Air Force developed system designed to handle only performance reviews
(Headquarters United States Air Force, 2010). This official guidance did not address all other
forms of official suspenses. Currently the Air Force Materiel Command is using a program
called the Senior Officer Communication and Coordination Electronic Resource (SOCCER) to
manage downward directed suspenses. Additionally the Pacific Air Force is using a program
called Package Manager (PACMAN) to accomplish this same goal. Both SOCCER and
PACMAN are great examples of what is happening Air Force wide.
The Air Force has no true understanding of the cost of this policy gap. There are an
unknown number of applications or processes being used to manage suspense tracking AF-wide.
These local programs and processes are not tallied or tracked by HQ AF and most are internally
developed then shared amongst local offices. In order to begin building a case for an AF-wide
solution, the data from these systems could be reported to a focal point at HQ AF for
compilation. Since it seems as though there may not be an Air Force directed system available in
the near future, it would benefit AFRL/RZ-West to attempt to fill our policy gap at the local
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level. Additionally AFRL/RZ-West needs to be prepared to share their suspense-related data
with all level of the AF hierarchy to support the case for a HQ AF directed solution to the policy
gap.
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CHAPTER 3
Analysis of the Alternatives
There are three basic paths forward from this point. AFRL/RZ-West can, 1) Maintain the current
policy environment; 2) Develop a Unique Suspense Management System for AFRL/RZ-West; or
3) Capitalize on Current Organizational Knowledge to Benefit AFRL/RZ-West. This chapter
will first explore each of these three options discussing the strengths and weaknesses associated
with each alternative. Upon identifying the most viable alternative, a program plan will be
devised that will continue to meet the needs of AFRL/RZ-West now and adjust for changing
needs in the future.
Alternative 1: Maintaining the Current Policy Environment
One of the major arguments that drive the organizational response of keeping the status
quo has been that AFRL/RZ-West, like many other office within the AF organization, gets lost in
doing their job and has a hard time stepping back to look at the complexities of how they do their
job. In this case, the complexities specifically associated with the suspense management process.
Currently the process of suspense management has a reputation of being extremely involved,
consisting of numerous steps. Furthermore, the process is undocumented leading to a constantly
dynamic process that leaves employees confounded.
Currently the suspense process for AFRL/RZ-West is:


All branch, division, and command offices at AFRL/RZ-West can originate
suspenses. The originating office is also known as the Office of Primary
Responsibility (OPR).
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All suspenses are compiled into packages or taskers that are routed around the site
according to the OPR, to obtain approval, actions, or inputs. Routing can be done
with hardcopies or via email.



After all requirements have been met for a suspense, the OPR identifies the suspense
as closed and files any official records created during the suspense process.

These deceptively simple steps are the same for the lifecycle of all suspenses created within
AFRL/RZ-West and AF.
Strengths
AFRL/RZ-West could choose to keep the status quo when it comes to the current
suspense management process. In a time of cutbacks and national decreases in funding from the
federal government, AFRL/RZ-West will not be expected to spend any funds on new
software/hardware needed to start a suspense management program. By doing this, the
employees will also be able to focus on space and missile propulsion work that defines the core
of the AFRL/RZ-West mission. Without a policy or process change, there is no need to create
guidance or implement a new program, which would cost additional funds. In addition, new
programs require training for the employees. Generally this training is accomplished in two
ways: 1) the vendor of the new software makes a trip, paid for by the AF, to train the employees
on the programs tools, or 2) the vendor create an online learning module that each employee can
access from their desktop. Each one of these training programs costs the government time and
money.
Simply put, training employees on the suspense process inhibits them from
accomplishing their day-to-day assignments while they focus on learning this new process. This
means that their workloads are being delayed at a cost to the organization. The training itself
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also adds a cost to the organization through the payment made to the training company or the
cost of delayed workloads for those internal employees used to develop and distribute the
training.
Weaknesses
The current system is lacking several essential tools and controls that would enable
AFRL/RZ-West’s process to be both easy to use as well as becoming a way to track and
prioritize the entire AFRL/RZ-West workload. Even though the federal government and
AFRL/RZ-West would be saving allocated funding by maintaining the policy status quo,
however the taxpayers may not be saving any money.
Currently, AFRL/RZ-West is losing thousands upon thousands of dollars in lost time and
effort using the current suspense management process. Even though many of the suspenses that
are reported to Air Force Research Laboratory, Headquarters (AFRL HQ) make it on time,
however there are still those that do not. Additionally many of the suspenses created and
completed for internal administration have disappeared and have to be re-created. This
recreation is costly since about half of the individuals contributing to internal suspenses are
making upwards of $80,000-$150,000 a year. This recreation time also cuts into the time these
rocket scientists and engineers could be focused on mission essential work.
The second weakness that is very apparent is the apathy surrounding the current process.
Recently it has become common practice to circumvent certain links in the chain of command to
accomplish the work. AFRL/RZ-West management finds it difficult to ban this practice since it
seems to get the work accomplished. Due to this management stance and the altered business
practice, the administrative support team is not included in the process of routing the suspense
and suspenses have come to completion where the entire official records is in violation of
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AFMAN 33-326. The reason the AF devised AFMAN 33-326 was to create a standard format
for all communications. When in compliance with this regulation an individual working for the
AF should be able to determine what information can be gleaned from any official record.
Without this standard communication in the AF would be very difficult to process and utilize.
The apathy apparent in the organization tells our clients and the rest of the AF that AFRL/RZWest does not take a significant portion of their seriously. This is portion of their mission
focuses directly on communicating and documenting the “discovery, development, and
integration of warfighting technologies for our air, space and cyberspace forces. [And] helped
create the world's best air, space and cyberspace force,” (Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, n.d.).
The fact is that most of the information that AFRL/RZ-West is creating in regards to space and
missile propulsion is not recorded or stored properly. The loss of this critical and mission
essential information due to improper communication and documentation will eventually lead to
a decline in stature as a premiere rocket-testing site.
Alternative 2: Develop a Unique Suspense Management System for AFRL/RZ-West
In order to properly prioritize workloads and requirements, all documents and packages
created for official purposes should be assigned a suspense date. This suspense date should be
determined with consideration to the amount of time a document needs to be routed in to
different levels of the AF hierarchy making sure the suspense is met as closely as possible to
ensure that work is accomplished accurately and in a timely manner. In order to meet their
suspense dates, many organizations within the AF have resorted to varying manners of which to
track a suspense.
AFRL/RZ-West could follow in the footsteps of many other AF and DOD organizations,
and attempt to develop a unique suspense management system and policy. This includes the
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Pacific Air Force, where an internal employee at Elmendorf AFB utilized his knowledge of
software programming to create a system call Package Manager (PACMAN). The process of
devising a new policy and system will be similar to the beginning phases of development as
Alternative 3. As with all business process re-engineering, the complexities of the situation must
be identified very specifically. According to Heywood, Spungin, and Turnbull executives should
view complexities at two levels, identifying that these two levels interact and exhibit the same
symptoms (2007). These levels of complexity include institutional and individual. Institutional
complexity is defined by Heywood as the interactions internal to the organization in regards to
accomplishing its job (2007, p. 86). On the other hand is individual complexity which Heywood
defines as the manner in which employees and managers deal with the institutional complexities
(2007, p. 86). The path of this alternative will require AFRL/RZ-West to determine the
“Institutional” and “Individual” complexities inherent in the current process and then make
“detailed organizational and operating-model choices, including clarifying roles, refining key
processes, and developing appropriate skills and capabilities among the employees and managers
beset by complexity” (Heywood, Spungin, & Turnbull, 2007).
Heywood, Spungin and Turnbull identify that misaligned processes are key in the
creation of individual complexities. They have also found that clearly defined processes
significantly reduce the amount of individual complexities. Additionally if processes are then
integrated, such as the routing and tracking of suspenses, then AFRL/RZ-West could potentially
see a near eradication of complexities related to suspense management. An example of devising
a suspense management system unique to an organization was demonstrated with the creation of
the Suspense Control, Oversight, Utilization, and Tracking (SCOUT) system, created by HPCOM LLC., a private organization contracted to develop a suspense management program for an
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AF organization. The SCOUT system was created in response to an AF contracting solicitation
bid distributed by the 58th Special Operations Wing (58 SOW) at Kirtland AFB, New Mexico.
The 58 SOW’s pre-solicitation bid detailing the capabilities of the required suspense
management tool states:
The 58th SOW requires the use of a system capable of tracking all suspenses both
upward and downward directed. The system will be capable of serial and parallel
notification via email of all personnel involved with a particular suspense.
Additionally the system will be able to synchronize with the tracker portion of
Microsoft Outlook 2007 and 2003. Users should be able to see all suspenses
created in the tracker application on their Outlook calendars. They will also be
able to see all taskers created in Outlook, associated with them in the tracker
program.
The 58th SOW utilized complexities strategy indicated by Heywood, Spungin, and
Turnbull in order to breakdown their business process allowing bidders for this contract to
determine if they would be able to develop a suspense management system that meets the
requesting organization’s needs. The business process breakdown in the pre-solicitation bid
states the following:
4.1 Basic Work/Business Process
4.1.1 Taskers are originated by AETC and 19th AF. A function will be available
that will allow the secretary to pull those taskers directly into the Suspense
Tracker.
4.1.2 Reports are generated by the Wing secretary, the two executive officers and
other administrative staff to show:
a. All suspenses not closed
b. All closed suspenses
c. Suspenses due within 10 days
d. Suspenses due within 3 days
e. Suspense due within 1 day
f. Suspenses late
g. Turnaround time by task
h. Time to complete a task by organizations
i. List of organizations that did not complete a task
j. List of organizations that did not complete a task on time
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4.1.3 Each user within 58 SOW will be able to generate workflows and tasks as
needed to fulfill their mission requirements.
Since the creation of this software, HP-COM indicates on their website that their software is used
in a variety of military offices throughout the United States and that the program is capable of
adjusting for unit size (HPC-COM LLC., 2011).
Strengths
If a program were devised to meet all of AFRL’s requirements for current and predicted
needs for suspense management, the goal for solving the policy gap would be nearly resolved.
Since the system would be new, it will more than likely be delivered with a service and
maintenance contract for the first year of the system’s use. This contract will potentially save the
AF money within that first year if the system encounters errors or unforeseen circumstances with
the AF computer network and security regulations.
AFRL/RZ-West may also have the ability to make suggestions for improvements and
create additional requirements for future patches and updates. With this new system in hand and
being used regularly, this new suspense management system would become part of the entire AF
organization’s body of knowledge, much like the SCOUT system has become today. This would
enable other offices within the AF and potentially within the DOD to implement this program
easily and gain the same benefits of higher visibility, decreased process time and increased
teamwork (Joesten, 2008, pp. 10-11) throughout their organizations.
Weaknesses
The major drawback to this alternative is the funding and resources needed to do the
work required on research, develop, and implement the new system. The first step in this
process would be for AFRL/RZ-West to determine exactly what they need the suspense
management system to accomplish, similarly to the pre-solicitation bid from the 58 SOW. After
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detailing the requirements for the suspense management system, the local contracting office and
lead AFRL/RZ-West Program Manager (PM) will do market research to determine if a product
already exists that meet the needs of the organization or if a solicitation will be to be released. If
a product does exist, the contracting office and lead PM will determine who the best vendor is
based on a list of several variables. If only a single vendor is located, the contracting office will
then prepare a sole-source letter requesting the authority to purchase the system from the only
vendor available. If no vendors are found and a solicitation bid is released, contracting will have
to wait for the bid period to lapse, review all of the bids, discuss the bids with AFRL/RZ-West,
assist AFRL/RZ-West choose a vendor and then develop a contract amenable to both parties. At
this point, the contracting office and AFRL/RZ-West can account for hundreds of hours of work
put into developing a new AFRL/RZ-West suspense management system.
In addition to the hours spent by the contracting office and AFRL/RZ-West, a price will
need to be negotiated for the system’s development and eventual purchase via a Government
Furnished Estimate. Further negotiations of this GFE are done in conjunction with AFRL/RZWest, the contracting office and the eventual vendor. If the vendor has the product on hand and
it is a plug-and-play system then costs should remain relatively low, however if the vendor is
developing this system from the ground up with the specifications provided by AFRL/RZ-West
the costs could rise substantially. In addition to the cost of the product and development, also a
timeline will need to be met. While the system is being developed, the vendor will need to take
into account the AF computer network security requirements as well as the networks current and
future capabilities. Even though this alternative would make for the most specialized and unique
suspense management system, the time and effort to obtain the system may not be re-cooped by
the government in the near future.
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Alternative 3: Capitalizing on Current Organizational Knowledge to Benefit AFRL/RZ-West
Knowing that AFRL/RZ-West will need to apply the process of breaking down
complexities identified in Alternative 2, we can capitalize on the current organizational body of
knowledge to further AFRL/RZ-West’s mission to find the most useful suspense management
system. Joesten’s article on the Commander in Chief of the U.S. Pacific Fleet’s (CPF) Workflow
Management System (WMS), was used to solve many common problems faced by numerous
DOD organizations. We discussed these common problems with suspense management in
Chapters 1 and 2. Joesten purports that the four most important lessons learned from the CPF’s
struggle and solution to suspense management are integrating the workflow management system,
the creation of “business rules”, strategic and staggered incorporation of the new system, and
measuring the benefits (2008).
CPF capitalized on the regimented military culture when it used these four strategies to
incorporate their new workflow management system. Specifically the system slid into a gap in
the overall management of the CPF and worked well with the other programs that the CPF has
grown accustomed to using, such as Microsoft Outlook’s task feature. This made encouraging
the employees to use it much easier. Additionally, this integration process considerably
decreased the amount of work required to complete the lifecycle (creation to completion) of a
single suspense (Joesten, 2008). The previous CPF process bogged down email inboxes and
made it very easy for participants to ignore the process until they were forced to interact directly.
This circumstance is mirrored directly with how suspense management is functioning at
AFRL/RZ-West.
Joesten discusses the need to implement business rules as a secondary support
mechanism for the suspense management system, “Where improved processes or systems could
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not streamline [the] workflow” (2008). The AF has always utilized the creation of guidance to
aid in keeping the service functioning and even has guidance on creating guidance. Currently
there are no formal regulations or guidance for suspense management at the AFRL HQ or the
AFRL/RZ-West levels of hierarchy. The only way to ensure a new suspense management
system is used regularly is to back up the intention with formal guidance enforcing its use by
banning any other option for suspense management. This has the additional benefit of keeping
the level of general confusion while converting to the new system to a minimum.
The third lesson learned by the CPF that can be used by AFRL/RZ-West, was the
strategic manner in which the new system was released to the rest of CPF organization. Joesten
states:
CPF took a top-down approach to the implementation of the WMS, starting at
headquarters, moving to the type commands, and finally to one battle group in a
limited capacity. This was the most cost-effective approach to institutionalize the
new processes and address issues as close to the source of the problems as
possible, as the tasker process is top-down and the headquarters seemingly
controls everything below. The next steps included implementation of the WMS
at the subordinate type commands, using instances of the tool at each of the three
sites as well as the same processes and business rules (p. 12).
By starting at the top of the CPF hierarchy and integrating the new suspense management system
down into the organization, this fostered a more accepting attitude from subsequent offices
below the command section. Employees were more likely to buy into the use of the new system
after they had seen the Commander and upper management use and extol the benefits of using
WMS. With this newly encouraged workforce, the WMS system found a much easier path to
acceptance and use than if the upper management and Command had chosen to use the
subordinate offices as the test bed.
Finally, CPF learned that “measurable benefits” are the best way to support their claims
that this new system was benefitting the larger organization as well as the subordinate offices.
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Joesten states that the new WMS was “researched, designed, built, and deployed” as well as the
“training [of] 80 percent of the staff [was accomplished] in a mere eight months” (2008). This
deployment schedule was fast for any office, let alone a DOD office. DOD offices are notorious
for getting bogged down in their own bureaucracy during the implementation of a new system.
Additional measurable benefits include the significant cost difference between buying a
Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) product and the cost of WMS per user (Joesten, 2008).
Most significantly and the reason AFRL/RZ-West would benefit from implementing the CPF
system or devising something similar, Joesten states that:
The Workload Management System resulted in savings of nearly 50 percent of
Action Officers’ time by reducing effort spent tracking down taskers.4 Initial
savings due to improved productivity, reduction in non-value activities, and
increased collaborative decision-making were on an order of magnitude of 18,000
staff hours per month (p. 13).
Without measurable benefits from this or any other system, organizations throughout the DOD
would find it hard to implement similar solutions to the suspense manage system policy gap.
Currently the Air Force had 10 organizations that identify their Suspense tracking
systems through supplements to AFMAN 33-326. Below is a list of the 10 organizations and a
description of their suspense control programs.


Scott AFB, Paper Communication control Record (8.2)



Air reserve Personnel Center ARPCI 2.2 (Command Section Only)



Grand Forks AFB, (8.5) Paper Communication control Record



AETC AETCI 90-106, Process in Hard Copy



ACC Mountain Home, Paper and Email



62nd Airlift Wing, Hard copy program



AFMC, HQ AFMC uses SOCCER. An Internet-based system with a SQL back-end
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AFOSI, Unknown



Hurlburt AFB, Hard copy program
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The only organization that identifies a specific computerized program used to control suspenses
is the Air Force Materiel Command.

Senior Officer Communication and Coordination Electronic Resource (SOCCER).
SOCCER is an internet-based suspense tracking system with a database backend. It
stores and disseminates suspense information from HQ AFMC to its twenty internal
organizations, fourteen Direct Reporting units, and then finally to the numerous directorates.
Suspense management data is not forwarded farther than the directorates; however, data from
units reporting to the directorates is uploaded into SOCCER and the directorate level. For
instance, AFRL is a Direct Reporting Unit (DRU) and AFRL/RZ, Propulsion Directorate, is one
of eight directorates within AFRL. AFRL/RZ has ten divisions and each division has any
number of offices. If we count just the AFRL Directorate offices, the DRUs, and the internal
organizations that make up AFMC, we can calculate that SOCCER is reporting to 42 offices.
SOCCER is also reporting and collecting data from as many or more DRU directorates as it is
with AFRL. If we assume that eight Directorates is the nor within each AFMC DRU, then
SOCCER is potentially reporting and collecting data from 146 individual offices.
In order to use SOCCER, an individual has to request an account through the website and
wait for registration information to show up via email. Assuming there are two Action Officers
per office, one primary and one alternate, SOCCER more than likely has over 300 user accounts.
An action officer is responsible for updating and checking SOCCER to see if suspenses are being
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met by the organizations they represent. SOCCER eases the burden of a daily login process by
automatically sending an email to action officers that have been requested to submit data. The
program has already demonstrated that it can handle a diverse group of reporting organizations
and requirements. However, SOCCER and similar systems are not always easily maintained and
can run into serious issues if user and organization accounts are not maintained in a timely
fashion. Old user accounts can bog down the system and could potentially direct suspense
materials to individuals who have changed roles within the organization or SOCCER could be
sending emails to deleted email accounts if an employee has out processed from civil or military
service. The AF is not the only DOD program to identify and automate the process of suspense
management. The U.S. Pacific Fleet, mainly the office of the Commander in Chief (CPF), has
devised a system utilizing current Navy programs to devise a solution to suspense management.
Although the use of SOCCER would be extremely easy to implement and would take
almost no time to get up and running, the program has certain requirements for use that would
make encouraging the staff to use it pointless. The first requirement that puts the SOCCER
program out of the running as an out-of-the-box option is the requirement to email a workflow
inbox each time a suspense needs to be created. This means that AFRL/RZ-West could be
requesting SOCCER suspense creations upwards of 10-20 times per week depending on the
workload. An issue that arises from this requirement is that by requesting a suspense creation we
have added another step to the suspense process instead of keeping it as localized as possible.
Additionally this step is not geographically local either. The email to create a suspense in
SOCCER is sent to an individual in Ohio, and then AFRL/RZ-West becomes reliant on the
individuals responsible for that specific workflow box. Furthermore, since SOCCER was setup
specifically to be used at the AFMC HQ level, it is extremely likely that the workload for
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SOCCER is prioritized to ensure the HQ level work is accomplished before all other SOCCER
related items.
The SOCCER program, although simple to use after some training and trial-by-error, is
not user-friendly. The program that AFRL/RZ-West will use to replace the current suspense
management system needs to be as easy to use and capitalize on the current skill sets of all of the
employees that are expected to use it regularly. These employees include management and
administrative staff with many years of Windows experience, and new employees with little to
no experience with Windows programs. If the skills sets that have already been developed or
will be developed can translate to the use of this new program, training costs will decrease
considerably and the employees will be more likely to utilize the system faster and to a more
advanced degree.
Workload Management System (WMS)
The current system in place at CPF has been developed and expanded since 1999 and is
currently called eKM, or electronic Knowledge Management. In 1999, the program began as the
workload management system (WMS). This program was initiated during the leadership of
Admiral Archie Clemins in 1999, in response to inquiries into business process re-engineering by
the House Armed Services committee, and has remained in use until today (Joesten, 2008) with
adjustments made to better utilize that system en mass.
In 1999 the CPF directed that WMS take advantage of software currently available on all
AF computers in order to be easier to implement and cost-effective. The programs necessary to
run the WMS include Microsoft Exchange and the use of a SQL server platform (Joesten, 2008).
The process to initiate track and close a suspense is detailed and takes advantage of many of the
Outlook Exchange features. The WMS process is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1, Derived from (Joesten, 2008)

Strengths
Even if the WMS may not translate directly from the Navy to the uses of AFRL/RZWest the framework for this program can help AFRL/RZ-West determine what will be necessary
to complete formulating a version that will work for their specified requirements.
Joesten identifies three major factors that the WMS affected and dramatically increased
the function of the CPF suspense control process. The first is cycle time improvement (2008).
Cycle time improvement is necessary in each suspense case, as the goal with any suspense
control platform is to make the organization more efficient. With each additional suspense
completed in the system the overall time of the lifecycle of a suspense should decrease. At some
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point, the average life cycle time will plateau showing where the system ceases increasing
efficiency. At this point, the organization can determine if there are differences between the
different types of suspenses or if there is additional adjustments that can be made to continue to
increase the efficiency of the suspense management system.
The second major factor identified by Joesten was improved suspense visibility (2008).
Suspense visibility can be defined as the transparency of the suspense process. Currently at
AFRL/RZ-West the only individuals who know what is currently happening on a specific
suspense is the person who has it in their hand. At CPF the visibility of a task went from
something similar to AFRL/RZ-West to having all participants being able to see who is currently
working on the suspense, progression to completion, as well as allowing the OPR the opportunity
to encourage movement and assist those who may need help with a specific suspense. Joesten
stated, “Direct visibility into the response routing, review, and approval provided Action Officers
with more timely information on the whereabouts of a response package and better expectations
on progress toward meeting the suspense dates” (Joesten, 2008).
Hand in hand with a decrease in cycle time and an increased suspense visibility, came the
third and final major factor that increased CPF’s suspense control process, collaboration.
Collaboration is key to both cycle time improvement, by encouraging the OPR to contact the
individuals holding on to the suspense, as well as suspense visibility, by giving the OPR and
Command section the knowledge to determine who was holding a task and showing if the next
person in the routing chain has reviewed the suspense. This increased collaboration encourages
employees to prioritize their individual workloads and to feel less burdened by the task of
hunting down the status of a suspense by calling any one of possibly dozens of offices without a
good answer.
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Weaknesses
The most daunting and worrisome issue with the WMS devised and implemented by the
CPF is the amount of information available to AFRL/RZ-West. Other than the information
available to AFRL/RZ-West in Joesten’s article, no one outside of the CPF is fully aware of the
requirements for hardware and software needed to install and maintain the WMS. The CPF was
contacted during the research phase of this thesis but CPF was unable to supply the information
requested regarding these requirements. With such little information, AFRL/RZ-West would not
be able to estimate the amount of time and resources necessary to implement and customize the
WMS for AFRL/RZ-West’s suspense management needs.
Even though the Navy and the Air Force are hierarchically equal DOD departments and
have similar military structures of command and regulation, they have very different
requirements and processes with relation to computer and network security. For example, the
Navy has developed the WMS program but it may not meet the security requirements to be
placed on the AF network or computer system. Implementing WMS may take more than a year
to test and gain the proper approvals as it must be vetted by the Air Force Network Operations
Center. Recent AFRL/RZ-West Computer Advisory Board discussion have discussed the
software certification timeframes. The year AFNOC would need to certify software does not
include the customization requirement and system development necessary to get the WMS to
function according to AFRL/RZ-West’s needs for suspense management.
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CHAPTER 4
Conclusion
Per this analysis it has become apparent that AFRL/RZ-West is in need of a suspense
management system. This paper has discussed the issues surrounding and resulting from the
lack of policy specific to the suspense process. Considering those issues, three alternatives for
solving this policy gap have been proposed and the strengths and weaknesses of each alternative
have been identified. Identification of these strengths and weaknesses will allow AFRL/RZWest to plan strategically.
Similarly, to Joesten’s observation regarding “leveraging existing tools”, AFRL/RZ-West
will need to demonstrate creativity and fiscal responsibility when implementing their own
suspense control program (2008). Current economic and political pressures to reduce spending
and increase efficiencies will be a major consideration when determining which of the
alternatives will work best for AFRL/RZ-West. The three alternatives explored are: 1) Maintain
the current policy environment; 2) Develop a Unique Suspense Management System for
AFRL/RZ-West; or 3) Capitalize on Current Organizational Knowledge to Benefit AFRL/RZWest.
After exploring these three alternatives indentifying their strengths and weaknesses, the
author concludes that alternative three is the most viable option and has developed the following
program plan to assist AFRL/RZ-West in implementing option three most effectively. The
viability of alternative three was determined by considering the available time, funding and
resources currently available to AFRL/RZ-West, as well as considering which alternative would
best meet the needs of the organization now and in the future.
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Recommendations
Recommendation 1: Acknowledge the Need for a Suspense Management System.
The very first thing that AFRL/RZ-West must do is acknowledge that there is a problem
with the current suspense management process. Additionally, AFRL/RZ-West will need to
accept that the current process is costing them precious time, money and resources. Much like
any recovery program the acceptance of a known problem allows the individual, in this case the
organization, to focus on solving the problem. AFRL/RZ-West can start solving this problem by
doing targeted research using historic data on both the old method and the currently used semiautomated method focusing on cycle-time improvement, visibility, and collaboration.
Refusing to acknowledge the suspense management by upper management issues will
result in the persistence of the problems identified in this paper. In order to address the current
problem in a meaningful and substantial way, a local solution should be developed to address the
current issue. Developing this local solution will better prepare AFRL/RZ-West to adapt to a
more broad solution in the future and conserve resources throughout the process. Since plans for
a broad AF-wide solution is not currently being discussed or developed, local solutions will be
able to fill the policy gap more easily and remain more cost effective over time.
Recommendation 2 – Define AFRL/RZ-West’s Requirements.
Without a clearly defined set of requirements for a suspense management system
AFRL/RZ-West will be walking into the marketplace blind. In order to begin to define the
AFRL/RZ-West requirements for the new suspense management system, upper management will
need to survey the current administrative staff members and the largest suspense producing
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offices regarding the issues they regularly encounter when utilizing the current suspense process.
Next, the AFRL/RZ-West management needs to send an email to all AFRL employees informing
them that the current suspense process for AFRL/RZ-West is being re-engineered and that a new
system and policy is being developed by their peers and will be implemented for suspense
management in the near future. AFRL/RZ-West upper management also needs to encourage all
employee input on potential solutions to any specific problems they experience using the current
suspense management process. These same employees should be able to map the current
suspense process in as much detail as possible. This detailed map of the current system will
allow AFRL/RZ-West to clarify the requirements for the new AFRL/RZ-West suspense
management system and will address the current pitfalls identified during the process mapping,
helping to put AFRL/RZ-West toward useful suspense management.
Recommendation 3: Choose a Suspense Management System
Now that AFRL/RZ-West has committed itself to solving the policy gap regarding suspense
management and has clearly defined the requirements for a new suspense management system,
the next step will be to conduct research on as many current systems used within the AF that
meet AFRL/RZ-West requirements. This research may also be expanded to include all viable
suspense management systems within the DOD. This initial research will help AFRL/RZ-West
to determine what current systems exists that may already meet all of AFRL/RZ-West’s
requirements defined and clarified in recommendation 2. If a program is not found that meets all
of AFRL/RZ-West’s requirements, AFRL/RZ-West will need to determine if the suspense
management systems identified have enough flexibility and possible customization capabilities
to meet the basic requirements being sought or if a new system must be developed.
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Next, if AFRL/RZ-West needs to narrow the field of possible suspense management systems,
a cost analysis must be completed focused on Joesten’s three major factors which increase the
functionality of a suspense management system; cycle-time, suspense visibility, and
collaboration (2008). The narrowed group of viable suspense management systems will need to
be cost-compared to determine if the systems are fiscally reasonable and the cost of
implementation and maintenance fits into the projected budget of AFRL/RZ-West.
As with all new systems, employees meant to utilize the new program will need to be trained
on the programs capabilities and constraints. In order to save on training costs, AFRL/RZ-West
needs to capitalize on the current capabilities of the workforce. If AFRL/RZ-West purchases a
program that meets the needs of the organization but cannot fit seamlessly into the current
workload, the program will inevitably be difficult and costly to implement. Finally, the system
needs to deliver data on Joesten’s three major factor of functionality. This will allow AFRL/RZWest to determine if the new system is increasing the efficiency of the system as well as make it
possible for AFRL/RZ-West to begin building a case toward instituting this new system at all
offices under HQ AFRL.
Recommendation 4: Take a Top-down Approach to the Implementation
After choosing the best suspense management system for AFRL/RZ-West, upper
management must begin to deploy the program throughout the organization in stages. To get the
most employee buy-in on the implementation of a new suspense management system AFRL/RZWest needs to begin the use of the system in the AFRL/RZ-West Command Section, and then
deploy the program to subordinate office that have volunteered. By not forcing transition until
the last stages, most employees will feel empowered to transition on their own which will
increase morale overall. Additionally, this top-down approach allows the most involved staff in
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suspense management an opportunity to adapt to the new programs unique features. After the
AFRL/RZ-West Command Section has used the system and gained a comfortable knowledge of
using it, this group of employees can be utilized as system ambassador, training and promoting
the programs ease of use to the rest of AFRL/RZ-West administrative personnel.
This larger group of ambassadors can take the training back to the branches and train the
branch chiefs and other involved office staff, highlighting the branch chief’s roles and
responsibilities within the new system. Having a trained individual sitting in the branch as well
as having the knowledge to use the new system effectively will encourage the branch chiefs’ to
use the system as it was intended increasing the measurable benefits of implementing the new
system. Without the branch chief buy-in the data collected on cycle-time, visibility, increase
collaboration data will be thin and analysis of this data for the entire site will not produce
meaningful and complete statistics. AFRL/RZ-West should use the data collected from and
about the new system to develop metrics focused on Cycle-time improvement, suspense
visibility, collaboration and cost effectiveness. These metrics will serve as a baseline to help
AFRL/RZ-West gauge their continued improvement and cost savings. Additionally these
metrics can be used as a foundation to help build baselines at other AFRL sites if this system is
expanded to include all HQ AFRL.
Finally, the AFRL/RZ-West Commander needs to create and distribute an AFRL
Instruction (AFRLI) detailing the process for suspense management and mandating the use of the
new suspense management system. Since AFRL/RZ-West already has an official records
management program in place and to help curb confusion regarding the use of these two systems,
AFRL/RZ-West upper management must make sure to specify that this new system is not meant
to store official documentation and the current records management process is to remain in
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effect. This policy will create the second prong of implementation, encouraged by Joesten in
implementation settings, making this implementation process more likely to succeed (2008).
Recommendation 5: Report the Results of the Program to HQ AFRL
After the implementation and the system has been running for about one year AFRL/RZWest needs to share their knowledge with the rest of AFRL so that AFRL/HQ and all their
subordinate offices can benefit from a more efficient and cost-saving suspense management
system. In order to demonstrate that the new AFRL/RZ-West suspense management system is a
viable and fiscally responsible local option, AFRL/RZ-West needs to present a report of findings
to HQ AFRL detailing the results of a cost and functionality analysis one year after the
implementation. The one-year timeframe allows AFRL/RZ-West to work through any
hardware/software issues, as well as to develop a best practices guidebook on how to best utilize
the system by increasing cycle time, visibility of workload, and increased valuable collaboration.
Additionally, the cost analysis must report the total cost of implementation, the ongoing costs of
maintenance and the current and projected cost savings. Demonstrating that this local solution
works and that it is flexible and customizable enough for different offices, AFRL/ RZ-West must
recommend that the AFRL/RZ-West program plan for the implementation of a local suspense
management solution be adopted similarly at all levels of AFRL.
AFRL as a whole is suffering the same loss of work and the re-accomplishment work as
AFRL/RZ/West. When this program plan is implemented AFRL from top to bottom and left to
right will be considered the most efficient suspense management organization in the AF, and will
become the impetus for the adoption of this program plan AF-wide, until a broader solution can
be devised. In order to accomplish this goal, HQ AFRL must set a firm deadline for Center-wide
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implementation avoiding the return to the traditional pitfalls associated with maintaining the
current policy gap.
Research Recommendation
The suspense management problem identified in this paper is not just an issue AF-wide
but is also a systemic issue within all components of the DOD. The sheer mass of this problem
indicates that further research is not only possible but necessary to fill this now highlighted
policy gap. The author recognizes the research to correct the lack of suspense management will
need to be done in sections allowing AF management to become aware and prepare to adjust for
the inevitable policymaking process. Currently the policy gap affects all levels of the AF up and
down chain of command as well as left and right within the workforce. This policy gap could
easily be addressed at HQ AF by directing the type of solution that AF will take and requiring
the workforce to adhere to only one solution. The direction would solve the current problem of
numerous AF organizations using all manner of systems and processes to handle suspense
management and varying costs. This future field of study could inextricably demonstrate the
differences between manually operated, semi-automated, and fully automated suspense
management system. This would benefit the AF by giving them the statistics need to prove a
case for an AF-wide solution. With this hard evidence, HQ AF can choose to allocate the initial
resources needed to change the way they do business, and begin the process of implementing a
more efficient AF standard.
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